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The only exception is when we look at Equities relative to 

Bonds. With the US 10-yr yield falling 55bps since the March 

peak, the ratio of S&P dividend yield vs. the 10-yr yield rose 

to 1.08x, the highest level since February and in line with the 

post-GFC average (Chart 3). But given the lowest dividend 

yield since 2001 (1.3%), the ratio could quickly fall if rates 

start moving higher again (our house view) and pose 

downside risks to the market, especially amid record 

duration risk. 

Sentiment in equity markets is close to euphoric, at a time 

when other asset classes are starting to sound the alarm. 

The recent US 10-yr yield’s correction, the appreciation of 

the USD and the correction of highly speculative instruments 

such as Bitcoin, or all sign-posts of uncertainty ahead.  

 

Chart 1. S&P 500 Index Price-to-Book Ratio 

Source. MAM Research 

Chart 2. S&P TTM P/E Plus CPI (1935-Today) 

Source. BofA Global Research 

Chart 3. S&P Div. Yield / 10-yr Bond Yield 

Source. Bloomberg, MAM Research 

We are starting to fear there is potentially more downside risk than upside on the S&P 500 Index through year-end and wanted 

to use this note to communicate this view to clients. 

The S&P 500 remains expensive on most metrics. The price-to-book ratio (Chart 1) of 4.2x is 2.2 standard deviations above the 

average since 1978. Forward and Shiller price-to-earnings ratios offer the same conclusion. The S&P 500 Index is priced for per-

fection. The "Rule of 20" has generally been a good strategy - when the sum of S&P 500 trailing P/E ratio and inflation (CPI) was 

below 20, stocks returned +11% over the subsequent 12 months (74% hit rate) vs. just +4% when it was above 20 (64% hit rate). 

But today, not only is the measure above 20, but it's also at the highest level in history since 1935 at 36x, topping 30x only for 

the third time in history (Chart 2). The "Rule of 30" would suggest downside risk: the S&P 500 fell 2.1% on average (44% hit 

rate) over the subsequent 12 months when the reading was >30.  
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What is driving this? The delta variant spread is likely to accelerate further in the US and Europe in September. With vaccination 

rates only at 60%+, the risk of renewed hospital saturation is high. This is happening at a time when inflation especially in the US 

is rising rapidly (Chart 5). The US Central Bank is cornered between the need to remain accommodative to support the economy 

further while also starting to control inflation. The room for error is very limited. The next big event for the Fed is the September 

22nd meeting. The market is extremely divided on the outcome. Will Covid and the Fed put downward pressure on growth and 

inflation or will inflation persist.  

Beyond the macro concerns, we are noticing some cautiousness at the corporate level. 20% of the S&P 500 Index companies 

have reported Q2 results. The proportion of companies beating earnings is positive. However, while still early, a handful of 

companies has warned about rising cost pressure (Delta Airlines, Fastenal, Conagra, McCormick…). The margin outlook can be 

particularly challenging for companies facing slowing demand against continued upward cost pressure. Margin pressure is rarely 

a positive recipe for equity market multiples and future returns. 

Where does MAM stand on this? We remain convinced that inflation in the US is not transitory. Supply bottle-necks remain 

while demand should continue to be supported as the vaccine roll-out expands. We believe US 10-yr bond yields will resume 

their uptrend towards 2% exerting pressure on “growth stocks” heavy US indices (S&P 500 Index, Nasdaq Index) and favouring a 

renewed rotation to “value stocks”. Credit markets are too expensive. We remain bearish. We are still long-term commodity 

bulls and believe Gold and Silver will start performing again towards year-end. As such, we believe that the underperformance 

we have suffered the past few weeks will revert to outperformance into year-end. Conscious of the downside risk in US equity 

markets and the speed at which these corrections can take place, we are reducing equity market risk across portfolios. Also, 

conscious of the significant exposure to the rising inflation thesis in portfolios, we have decided to increase USD exposure in EUR 

accounts to balance this positioning. While fundamentals all point to a weaker USD longer-term, the short-term relief rally in the 

USD may have further room to run (Chart 6). Our short-term target for the EUR/USD exchange rate is 1.15. 

 

Investment Implications 

In light of the view aforementioned, we are implementing the following in portfolios: 

1. Reduction of equity market exposure in balanced portfolios from 50% to 37.5% through either: 

a)  Purchase of S&P 500 ETF 100%-85% Put Spreads with a maturity of January 2022, or 

b)  Outright sale of investments primarily in the US. 

2. Increase of USD exposure in EUR accounts from 10% currently to a target of 20%. 

As usual, please let us know if you have any comments or questions. 

Kind regards, 

MAM Investment Team 

Chart 5. US Core CPI YoY 

Source. Bloomberg 

Chart 6. USD Index (Weekly) 

Source. Bloomberg 



Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by Monaco Asset Management (MAM). It gives a general overview of the strategies proposed 

by MAM. 

This document is confidential and is intended solely for the recipient and may not be duplicated, distributed or published either 

in electronic or any other form without the prior written consent of MAM. 

This document has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority. It is not a personal recommendation. It is for 

your information only and is not intended as an offer, solicitation of an offer, public advertisement or recommendation to buy or 

sell any investment or other specific product. Its content has been prepared by our staff and is based on sources of information 

we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot provide any undertaking or guarantee as to it being correct, complete and up to 

date. The circumstances and principles to which the information contained in this publication relates may change at any time. 

Once published, therefore, information shall not be understood as implying that no change has taken place since its publication 

or that is still up to date. Furthermore, MAM is not under obligation to update the information contained in this document. 

The information in this document does not constitute an aid for decision-making in relation to financial, legal, tax or other con-

sulting matters, nor should any investment or other decision be made on the basis of this information alone. All recipients of this 

document are urged to carry out their own due diligence into any investment opportunity. They should form their own assess-

ment and take independent professional advice on the merits of investment and the legal, regulatory, tax and investment conse-

quences and risks of so doing. 

We do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of information which is contained in this document that may have been ob-

tained from or is based upon trade and statistical services or other third party sources. 

We disclaim without qualification all liability for any loss or damage of any kind, whether direct or indirect, which may be in-

curred through the use of this publication. 

The above information concern this document and any associated documentation, including the e-mail or cover letter. 

MAM is registered with the Monaco Chamber of Commerce and Industry under the number 99S03612 and is approved by the 

Commission for the Control of Financial Activities under number SAF/99-03. 


